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Our Agenda

What is a Healthy Body?

The Mind-Body Problem

How to get a Healthy Body 

Women’s Bodies in Perspective



You have the knowledge and power 
right now 

to be healthy and happy 
every day 

for the rest of your life 



Write down three thoughts 
about your Body



Write your 
definition of a 
healthy body



What is a healthy body?
The mind-body problem

Size

Appearance/beauty

Activity

Perception

Test Results



What is a healthy body?
How to know if you have one?

The Mind Body problem

Dr T’s Algorithm
1. Do you have a medical diagnosis related 

to body size or a family history that 
makes your body weight a higher risk to 
your health? 

2. Does your weight keep you from 
engaging in activities you want to do

3. Are you unable to find (or afford) 
clothing that fits your body?



How do you 
answer the 
three 
questions?

1. Do you have a medical 
diagnosis related to body size 
or a family history that makes 
your body weight a higher risk 
to your health? 

2. Does your weight keep you 
from engaging in activities you 
want to do

3. Are you unable to find (or 
afford) clothing that fits your 
body?



The Body 
Problem
Yes to one of the three 

questions

Prioritize yourself Change nutrition to 
optimize your energy

Be kind to yourself Move your body 
a lot

Don’t be ‘at the mercy’ Examine your 
environment 

Do the best you can Throw away your scale 



If you have a body problem…
Identify the areas where you need to make a change

Write down one thing you can do to create change in that area

Prioritize yourself Change nutrition to optimize your 
energy

Be kind to yourself Move your body 
a lot

Don’t be ‘at the mercy’ Examine your environment 

Do the best you can Throw away your scale 



The 
Mind 

Problem
Changing your mind 

about ‘right size’

Prioritize yourself Throw away your scale 

Rewrite your self talk Immersion
(Seek out positive 

images)

Focus on actions not 
outcomes

Social media purge
(Get rid of media that 

reinforce unhelpful 
ideals)



If you have a Mind problem…
Identify the areas where you need to make a change

Write down one thing you can do to create change in that area

Prioritize yourself Throw away your scale 

Rewrite your self talk Immersion
(Seek out positive images)

Focus on actions not outcomes Social media purge
(Get rid of media that reinforce unhelpful ideals



Alt-forms new life 
generation

body parts can 
live 

independently 

food 
production

Integrated 
body and 

mind 

A Woman’s View of a Woman’s Body
(superhero capabilities?)



You have the knowledge and power 
right now 

to be healthy and happy 
every day 

for the rest of your life 



Thank You



Cortisol
The “stress” hormone

Store fat

Increase blood pressure

Sleep easily disturbed

Stay alert for danger



Insulin
A growth hormone

Use sugar for energy

Store all other nutrients

Intense hunger
Stop using energy



Potential Consequences

Store fat

Increase blood pressure

Sleep easily disturbed

Stay alert for danger

Use sugar for energy

Store all other nutrient

Intense hunger

Stop using energy

Overweight and obesity

Hypertension

Insomnia

Anxiety/depression 

Low blood sugar

Irritability/hanger

Fatigue

Hormonal messages



Be kind to yourself

Recognize accomplishments 

Say kind things to yourself

Stop arbitrary deadlines



Don’t be ‘at the mercy’

Your worthiness is inherent

You are deserving because you exist 



Do the best you can 

That is all you can ever do

When you know better you’ll do better



Optimize your energy



Examine  your environment

Keep your goals top of mind

Readily available 

Easy



Throw away your scale
(even the idea of body weight)

Focus on healthy and happy

Get a health care team

Doctor
Psychologist
Nutritionist
Psychiatrist

Physical therapist



Stop putting up with it

Question your misery

Make a plan  to change it

Change your point of view



You have the knowledge and power 
right now 

to be healthy and happy 
every day 

for the rest of your life 



I have the knowledge and power 
right now 

to be healthy and happy 
every day 

for the rest of my life 


